
We design and build live, dynamic mappings of rich information datasets

Stamen is a design and technology studio in San Francisco, California



We have been called things like “Most Innovative Design Company of the Year”

and are on lists of “Best and Brightest Companies”



We’ve participated in shows at the Museum of Modern Art and the Art Institute of Chicago



Walking Papers

We actively contribute to the development of open source software



Studio members often speak in public at events like TEDx and Where 2.0







We are outsiders to traditional GIS, with a point of view 
that comes from ad hoc and open source development 



We are a fairly small team based in San Francisco





Tim Wallace



kelso.it/x/15x
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7 billion people
How many cities is that?
How about 10,000 people per city?
700,000 cities should do, except ...
• We like living next to other
people in some really big cities
• 1/2 the world still lives in
tiny rural settlements
• Humans are zany!

kelso.it/x/z4



3.5 billion in just 7,500 cities = 50%

¿ 6.5 billion in 700,000 cities = 92% ?
7.0 billion in 2,300,000 cities = 99%
200 mega regions
12,000 metro-micros?
35,000 rural centers?
US has 300 million people with ~50,000 places = 6,000 people on average
World has 7 billion with ~2.3 million places = 3,000 people on average
148.94 million sq km land area but we only use 15% of that = 1 name per 10 sq km
148.94 million sq km land area but we only use 1% for cities = 1 name per 1 sq km

100,000 neighborhoods?
375,000 suburbs, edge cities?
178,000 rural outposts?

http://kelso.it/x/x8
http://kelso.it/x/14

http://kelso.it/x/x8
http://kelso.it/x/x8








High Road



High Road is OSM + ScaleMaster



Early Stamen OSM maps













maps.stamen.com

















 sta.mn/jjr



 sta.mn/cjm













Roll your own maps using data from:
• NaturalEarthData.com
• OpenStreetMap

Prepare the maps in:
• QGIS, Mapnik, TileMill, etc
• Esri ArcGIS
• Adobe Illustrator
• D3.js
• Kartograph.js

Should your map be interactive?
• Web map API frameworks and viz kits





Questions? 
Presentation
kelso.it/x/ngs2012

Twitter
@kelsosCorner

Blog
kelso.it/blog


